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The Sun:  Fact Sheet

• One Million times the Volume of the Earth

• 300,000 Times the Mass of the Earth
• 93 Million Miles Away

• About 72% Hydrogen Gas, 27% Helium Gas, and 
1% other material (Oxygen, Iron, ... )
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The Sun:  Fact Sheet

• Surface Temperature of 10,000 Degrees

• Interior Temperature of 30 Million Degrees
• The Sun radiates 4 Million times the yearly energy 

consumption of the US Population every second!

• This is more than enough to boil the all of the oceans 
each second!

• Each person in the US could be sustained if she/he 
could capture the incoming solar energy on an 8’ x 8’ 
square (0.02% of the US for everyone!)
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The Sun:  Fact Sheet

• Your body radiates about 150 W of power, roughly 
1/10 of your power usage

• Your body radiates, say, ~W per pound of person

• The Sun radiates about 0.0001 W, per pound of Sun, 
but its bright because it is really, really, really, really, 
big
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HOW DOES THE 
SUN MAKE THIS 

ENERGY?
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ABSTRACT
We consider the merging of compact binaries consisting of a high-mass black hole and a neutron star.

From stellar evolutionary calculations that include mass loss, we estimate that a zero-age main sequence
(ZAMS) mass of is necessary before a high-mass black hole can result from a massive O starZ80 M

_progenitor. We Ðrst consider how Cyg X-1, with its measured orbital radius of D17 might evolve.R
_

,
Although this radius is substantially less than the initial distance of two O stars, it is still so large that
the resulting compact objects will merge only if an eccentricity close to unity results from a high kick
velocity of the neutron star in the Ðnal supernova explosion. We estimate the probability of the neces-
sary eccentricity to be D1%; i.e., 99% of the time the explosion of a Cyg X-1Ètype object will end as a
binary of compact stars, which will not merge in Hubble time (unless the orbit is tightened in common
envelope evolution, which we discuss later). Although we predict D7 massive binaries of Cyg X-1 type,
we argue that only Cyg X-1 is narrow enough to be observed, and that only Cyg X-1 has an appreciable
chance of merging in Hubble time. This gives us a merging rate of D3 ] 10~8 yr~1 in the galaxy, the
order of magnitude of the merging rate found by computer-driven population syntheses, if extrapolated
to our mass limit of 80 ZAMS mass for high-mass black hole formation. Furthermore, in both ourM

_calculation and in those of population syntheses, almost all of the mergings involve an eccentricity close
to unity in the Ðnal explosion of the O star. From this Ðrst part of our development we obtain only a
negligible contribution to our Ðnal results for mergers, and it turns out to be irrelevant for our Ðnal
results. In our main development, instead of relying on observed binaries, we consider the general evolu-
tion of binaries of massive stars. The critical stage is when the more massive star A has become a black
hole and the less massive star B is a giant reaching out to A. We then have a common envelope, and we
expect hypercritical accretion to star A. Star A will accept a small fraction of the mass of the envelope of
star B, but it will plunge deep into star B while expelling the envelope of star B. We expect that star B
can at least be in the mass range 15 D 35 while the black hole A has a mass of 10 About 20%M

_
, M

_
.

of the binaries of this type are found to end up in a range of orbital radii favorable for merging ; i.e.,
outside of the relevant Roche lobes, but close enough so that these Ðnal binaries of compact objects will
merge in Hubble time. The narrow black hole O star orbits do not seem to be found in population
syntheses, because in them mergers happen almost completely as a result of kick velocities. In the excep-
tion (case H of Portegies Zwart & Yungelson, which includes hypercritical accretion), common envelope
evolution is more e†ective and we are in agreement with their results. We Ðnd that the high-mass black
hole neutron star systems contribute substantially to the predicted observational frequency of gravita-
tional waves. We discuss how our high-mass black hole formation can be reconciled with the require-
ments of nucleosynthesis, and we indicate that a bimodal distribution of masses of black holes in single
stars can account, at least qualitatively, for the many transient sources that contain high-mass black
holes.
Subject headings : binaries : close È black hole physics È gravitation È stars : neutron

1. INTRODUCTION

The supernova (SN) community once believed that stars
above a certain mass, about 30È40 zero-age mainM

_sequence (ZAMS), will collapse into a massive black hole
(MBH) of mass of order 10 The argument was that inM

_
.

these stars the mantle was bound with a binding energy well
above 1051 ergs so that the SN shock was not strong
enough to expel it.

Whereas this may be true for single stars, Woosley,
Langer, & Weaver (1995) showed that in binaries, where the
hydrogen envelope of the primary star has been transferred
to the companion in Roche lobe overÑow (RLOF), the evol-
ution of the resulting ““ naked ÏÏ He star (i.e., the star without
a hydrogen envelope) led to a substantially smaller pre-SN

core than that of a single star with a hydrogen envelope. A
comparison of compact core masses from naked He stars
and those evolved by Woosley & Weaver (1995) for single
stars is shown in Figure 1, taken from Brown, Weingartner,
& Wijers (1996). Detailed reasons for the great di†erence in
the evolution of ““ clothed ÏÏ and naked He cores are given in
Woosley et al. (1995).

Stars with ZAMS masses lose their masses byZ40 M
_strong winds, whether in binaries or not, and become Wolf-

Rayet (W-R) stars. In an earlier paper, Woosley, Langer, &
Weaver (1993) investigated ZAMS masses of 35, 40, 60, and
85 In those up through 60 the hydrogen envelopeM

_
. M

_
,

was blown o† early enough for the He cores to evolve as
naked cores, and compact core masses were around 1.5 M

_
318
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Analogy: Stuff 
that Falls
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Analogy: Chemical 
Burning

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O + ENERGY
Natural 
Gas or 

Methane

Oxygen Carbon 
Dioxide Water Few hours of 

electricity use 
per pound

+ → + + ENERGY
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Chemical and 
Nuclear Reactions

carbon 
nucleus

electrons

protons

neutrons
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Hydrogen and 
Helium

Hydrogen:  
1 proton

Helium: 2 protons, 
2 neutrons, very 

strongly held 
together

• The Universe is 75% Hydrogen, 24% Helium, and 
1% other stuff.
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The “Strong” 
Nuclear Force

• Our Helium nucleus is held together by a new 
force, the Strong Nuclear Force

• The Strong force can overcome electricity & 
magnetism, but only over a short range (one 
millionth of one billionth of an inch!)

• Nuclear fusion is the act of getting nuclei close 
enough such that the strong force takes over, and 
nuclei “fall” together according to the nuclear force
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Stars Form By 
Squeezing
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Stars Form By 
Squeezing
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Stars Form By 
Squeezing
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Stars Form By 
Squeezing
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Nuclear Fusion

proton (+)

proton (+)

millionth of a 
billionth of an inch

Tunneling:  Quantum Mechanical 
“Walking Through Walls”

positron (+)

dueterium

neutron

neutrino, ν
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The helium which we handle must have been put together at 
some time and some place. We do not argue with the critic 
who urges that the stars are not hot enough for this process; 
we tell him to go and find a hotter place.

Sir Arthur Eddington, 1920
The Internal Constitution of the Stars
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Nuclear Fusion

proton (+)

proton (+)

millionth of a 
billionth of an inch

Tunneling:  Quantum Mechanical 
“Walking Through Walls”

positron (+)

dueterium

neutron

neutrino, ν
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Nuclear Fusion

Helium-3dueterium
Regular 
Helium

LIGHT

LIGHT
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Energy Transport

• Almost all of the energy produced by the Sun, is 
produced within 10% of the Solar radius

• The sun is very thick with gas, so this energy leaks 
out, it takes 100,000 years for the energy produced, to 
find its way to the surface 400,000 miles away

• It takes only 8 minutes to go from the surface of the 
sun, to us, another 93,000,000 miles away!
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• In Visible Light, we only see the Sun’s surface... 

• We have detected neutrinos from the inner 0.1% 
of the Sun, where fusion is furious!

Seeing Neutrinos
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Nuclear Fusion of 5 
ounces of Hydrogen
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Energy 
Use

photosynthesis

coal:  decay, heat, compress 
for millions of years

oil: decay, heat, compress 
for millions of years
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• With Plants?

• Unfortunately, only 1/7 of the Sun’s energy 
makes it to the ground

• Plants only capture about 0.05% of that (USDoE)

• So ... supporting US Energy on corn requires 3 
times the area of the US!  Transportation needs 
alone require 1 entire US filled with corn!

Can We Capture 
the Sun’s Energy?
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• With Solar Power Plants?

Can We Capture 
the Sun’s Energy?
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• With Solar Power Plants?

• The best such systems are more than 10% 
efficient...

• So, crunching the numbers indicates that we 
could cover only 3% of the US that way, and 
get all of our energy!

Can We Capture 
the Sun’s Energy?
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• Nuclear power comes from Uranium fission

• Geothermal heat comes from radioactivity 
deep below the Earth’s surface

• The raw materials for these processes 
(Uranium, Thorium, Potassium, ...) are 
produced by earlier generations of stars

Nuclear? 
Geothermal?
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The end of the Sun

• When the Sun runs out of Hydrogen to burn in its core, 
it will stop producing its own energy and eventually, 
become a “white dwarf”

• The Sun has been around for about 5 billion years, this 
“death” will occur in about 5 billion years.
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Making Heavy 
Elements

• More massive stars can exert more gravitational 
squeezing on their interiors, and cause continued 
fusion 

• Helium can combine to form Carbon, then Neon, then 
Magnesium, then Silicon, then Sulfur, ...

• A star more massive than ~5 solar masses will “burn” 
its interior all the way to Iron

• Burning produces by adding one Helium to the 
previous nucleus in the chain
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Normal Fusion burning stops at 56Fe
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STOP
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Normal Fusion burning stops at 56Fe
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galaxies in Our 
Universe
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In Earth’s Crust
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• These are energy sources from stars other 
than the Sun!

• Nuclear fission energy can sustain all of our 
needs for ~100 years, utilizing only 0.01% of 
US land area!

• Unfortunately, US energy needs are about as 
much as all upward flux of geothermal 
energy!

Nuclear? 
Geothermal?
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• Can we recreate the fusion reaction on Earth to 
produce energy?

• This would be the first time we would be able 
to utilize an energy source not packaged for us 
by a star!

• An amount of water equal to 1/3 the annual 
drinking water used in Mt. Lebanon, could 
supply all US energy needs in this way.

Fusion on Earth?
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Recreating the 
Sun?
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Conclusions

• Stars are powered by squeezing Hydrogen and 
letting quantum mechanics work its magic

• Stars provide all of the materials (other than 
Hydrogen and Helium) that we use for energy 
or anything else

• Nuclear fusion could end our exploitation of the 
stars for energy
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